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A strict knight's move square is a latin square in which any two cells which contain the same 
symbol are joined by a sequence of knight's moves using only cells containing that symbol. We 
determine the values of n for which there exists a strict knight's move square of order n. 
1. Introduction 
The problem solved in this paper arose originally from a problem in the design 
of field experiments, for which the use of a particular type of latin square 
appeared likely to be advantageous. 
A latin square of order n is an n x n matrix such that each of n given symbols 
occurs exactly once in each row and once in each column. To avoid triviality we 
assume that n t> 3. We shall take the symbols to be the first n natural numbers. 
A latin square of order n may also be considered as an n x n array of cells into 
which symbols have been inserted. Let (i, j) denote the cell in row i and column j 
of the array. We define the distance between two cells (i, j) and (k, l) to be 
l i -k l  + Ij-l l . Two cells, not in the same row or column, are said to be 
diagonally adjacent when their distance apart is 2 and a knight's move apart when 
it is 3. A sequence of cells such that every two successive cells are a knight's move 
apart is called a knight's path. 
Following Preece [6], we distinguish two types of knight's move squares as 
follows. A strict knight's move square is a latin square such that every two cells 
which contain the same symbol are joined by a knight's path composed of cells 
which contain that symbol. A weak knight's move square is similar, except hat 
opposite edges of the n x n square are considered to be identified so that, for 
example, the cells (2, 1) and (4, n) are a knight's move apart, since 1 -  
n --= 1 (rood n). 
Discussion of knight's move squares, especially in connection with the design of 
field experiments, tarted over a hundred years ago. Several references may be 
found in [6]. The latin square KV5 of order 5, shown on the right in Fig. 1, is a 
Knut Vik square. The same square (to within choice of symbols) appears in [6] 
and also (several times) in [1], the main reference work on latin squares (see [1, 
Figs. 5.3.1, 6.1.5, 6.2.4]). For any odd n, a Knut Vik square KVn of order n may 
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2 5 4 1 3  
3 1 5 2 4  
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be constructed as follows. Given a first row of n different symbols, successive 
rows are obtained by moving each symbol two places to the fight (rood n). Note 
that for even n this construction fails to produce a latin square. 
Besides its cyclic construction, KV5 has at least two other interesting 
properties. 
All diagonals of KV5, including broken 
diagonals, contain each symbol once. (1) 
KV5 is a strict knight's move square. (2) 
Any latin square with property (1) is called a Knut Vik design in [2] and may 
alternatively be called a totally diagonal latin square (see [6, p. 506] or [4, p. 
472]). Such latin squares exist if and only if n is not divisible by 2 or 3 [2, 3]. For 
all odd n >~ 7, KVn does not have property (2), but it is a weak knight's move 
square. In [5], Ortlepp gives KV7 (in a reflected form) and also a weak knight's 
move square of order 6. However, the question of the existence of strict (or 
weak) knight's move squares of order n (for all n) does not seem to have been 
discussed. It is the purpose of the present paper to settle this question. 
The above definitions of strict and weak knight's move squares do not exclude 
diagonal adjacencies, that is, pairs of diagonally adjacent cells which contain the 
same symbol. For instance, the latin square shown on the left in Fig. 1 is a strict 
knight's movesquare with four diagonal adjacencies, whereas KV5 has none. The 
weak knight's move squares of orders 6 and 7 given in [5] have no diagonal 
adjacencies (within the squares) and, for odd n I> 7, KVn has none, even when 
the identification of opposite edges is taken into account. It is easy to generalise 
the square of order 6 to any even n I> 6, by taking the entry in cell (i, j) to be 
congruent (rood n) to j - 2i + 2 for 1 ~< i <~ ½n and to j - 2i + 7 for ½n < i ~< n. It is 
easy to see that every weak knight's move square of order 4 must have some 
diagonal adjaceneies (within the square). In the remainder of the paper we 
consider only strict knight's move squares and we prove the following theorems. 
Theorem 1. There exists a strict knight's move square of order n without diagonal 
adjacencies if and only if n = 5. To within permutations of the symbols and 
transposition there is only one such square. 
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Theorem 2. There exists a strict knight's move square of  order n if and only if 
either n = 5 or n ~ 0 (rood 4). 
2. Mats 
We first consider the possible configurations formed by the cells occupied by a 
particular symbol in a strict knight's move square. It will be useful to introduce a 
name for such a configuration. 
A mat of order n is a set M of n cells in an n x n array with properties (M1) and 
(M2) as follows. 
M has exactly one cell in each row and one cell in each column. (M1) 
Every two cells of M are joined by a knight's path in M. (M2) 
By a diagonal of M we mean either of the two diagonals of the corresponding 
array. 
There exists a strict knight's move square of order n if and only if there exist n 
pairwise disjoint mats of order n. In this section we describe all possible mats and 
introduce notation for them. 
Let M be an arbitrary mat of order n and let k denote the maximum distance 
between two cells of M in adjacent rows or columns. Suppose at first that k t> 6. 
To within transposition and rotation we may assume that M contains cells (i, j) 
and (i + 1, j + k - 1), that there is a knight's path P from (i, j) to (i + 1, j + k - 1) 
and that intermediate cells of P lie below row i + 1. By (M1) and (M2), the next 
cell of P after (i, j) must be either (i + 2, ] -1 )  or (i + 2, j + 1). However, 
(i + 2, j - 1) cannot be in P as its distance from (i + 1, ] + k - 1) exceeds k, so 
(i + 2, j + 1) is in P. The cell of P just before (i + 1, j + k -  1) must be either 
(i + 3, j + k - 2) or (i + 3, j + k). In the latter case, P could then be shown to 
contain (i + 4, j + 2), (i + 5, j + k + 1) and so on, and P would never become 
complete. Hence P contains (i + 3, j + k - 2), (i + 4, j + 2), (i + 5, j + k - 3) and 
so on, as far as a cell in row i + k - 2. At each step the distance between the last 
two cells found to be in P decreases by one and therefore the cells of P in rows 
i + k -  3 and i + k -  2 are a distance 3 apart. All cells of P have now been 
determined and these cells, of course, all belong to M. 
No cell of P is in column j + [½k] but P does contain cells in the four nearest 
columns. Thus, by (M2), the cell of M in column j + [½k] is either in row 
i + k - 1 or in row i + k. It can be seen that no other cells of M lie below row 
i + k -  2. In fact, if there were any such cells, then by (M1) none could be in 
columns j to j + k - 1 inclusive and property (M2) could not hold. Since M cannot 
have a cell in row i + k but none in row i + k -  1, it follows that (i + k -  1, j + 
[½k] ) is in M and also that i + k - 1 = n. 
Thus, for k i> 6, we have uniquely determined a mat of order k which is a 
submat of M and it lies in the last k rows of the n x n array. We denote this mat 
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Fig. 2. Ak, for k = 6, 7. 
by Ak and show it, for two values of k, in Fig. 2. The cells of Ak are numbered in 
the order in which they were determined and dots show the remainder of the 
associated k x k array. 
For k = 4, 5 the same construction is possible but is no longer unique. The 
other possibilities for completing a submat of M which contains the two initially 
chosen cells are as shown in Fig. 3. In each case the construction is terminated as 
soon as a mat (in a subarray) is completed. Since the reasoning is similar to that 
used previously we omit the details. 
For k = 3 the two initially chosen cells (i, j) and (i + 1, j + 2) are a knight's 
move apart, so they are the only two cells in P. By the maximum property of k, 
the cell of M in column j + 1 cannot be above row i - 1 or below row i + 2. It can 
be (i + 2, ] + 1) or (i - 1, j + 1) since either of these is consistent with (M1) and 
(M2). Thus we obtain a submat which is either A3 or A3 rotated through two right 
angles. 
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Fig. 3. B, C, D, H and K. 
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Note that As, like Ak for k >-- 6, must occupy the last rows of the n x n array 
but no such restriction applies to A4, B, C, D, H, K or A3. 
Every mat belongs to an equivalence class of mats under transposition and 
rotation. We use an index t to denote transposition and, for 0 ~<p ~< 3, an index p 
to denote anti-clockwise rotation through p right angles. An asterisk denotes an 
arbitrary member of an equivalence class and a dagger denotes a particular mat 
or its transpose only. For instance, At denotes A 6 or A~, A ° is the same as A 6 and 
A~ denotes any one of the eight mats A~ and A~, where O~<p<~3. The 
equivalence classes of B, C and D contain 4, 2 and 2 mats respectively. An index 
v denotes reflection in a vertical axis so that, for instance, A~ Al t_  At3 - - ' c - i  6 - - . c - t  6 . 
All the mats so far described, together with the trivial mat E of order one, will 
be called basic mats. 
We now continue the analysis of a general mat M, other than a basic mat. Let 
N be a basic submat of M determined as described above. Its order I is either k or 
k + 1 (see Figs. 2 and 3). Let the rows and columns which intersect N be deleted 
from the n x n array of M. Four rectangular subarrays remain, although some of 
them may be null. It is easy to see that M intersects at most two of these 
subarrays, lying in opposite comers of the original array. In fact, if (for example) 
M were to intersect both upper subarrays, then it would contain two cells in 
successive rows with one in each of these subarrays. The distance between these 
two cells would be at least l + 2 and therefore greater than k, contrary to the 
maximum property of k. By (M1), the subarrays which contain M - N are square. 
One of these subarrays may be null and, indeed, must be so if N = Ak, k i> 5. We 
say that M is in standard form if M-  N lies in the upper left-hand and lower 
fight-hand subarrays. Thus, for any M, either M or M r is in standard form. If M 
is in standard form, then the leading diagonal of N lies along that of M. 
By induction over n and by (M2), every mat in standard form is composed of 
basic submats whose leading diagonals lie on and fill the leading diagonal of the 
n x n array. We denote a particular mat by a string of symbols for these basic 
submats, listed in the order of their occurrence down the leading diagonal. For 
instance, H = EC ~ and K = ED (and thus we may omit H* and K* from our list 
of basic mats). 
Property (M2) implies a further restriction. To ensure the connectedness of
knight's paths, wherever two basic submats meet on the leading diagonal of a mat 
in standard form, one must contain the comer cell and the other a cell adjacent to 
the corner cell, in their respective subarrays. Since B TM contains neither type of 
cell, it cannot be a submat of a mat in standard form. 
We now write A3 -- EF and A4 = EG. Here, F consists of the cells (1, 2) and 
(2, 1) in a 2 x 2 array and is not by itself a mat, while G = A~. The mat which 
could previously be denoted by either A3E or EA 2 becomes EFE, while 
A4E = EA~ 2= EGE. In terms of this new notation and the alternative forms 
EAr-1 and Ay,21E for At and A 2 respectively, we have the following simple rules. 
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Every mat can be denoted by a string in which symbols chosen from 
B t, C t, D t, F, G t, A} 't and A} '2t, 
where l ~> 4, alternate with copies of E, subject'to the restriction that A} 't occurs 
(if at all) only as the last symbol and A} ':t can occur only as the first symbol. 
Moreover, every such string denotes a mat. Some examples of mats of order 20 
are 
Av2~Av CEBtEA~ t and EDEFEGEGEG, 9 L'x-I I0~ 
although the first of these (for instance) could be written more concisely as 
2 v A~:A11 or A1oA1o. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
In this section we shall call a mat good if it has no diagonal adjacencies. A strict 
knight's move square of order n without diagonal adjacencies i the union of n 
pairwise disjoint good mats of order n. The mats B*, C*, D* and E are good and 
can occur as submats of larger good mats. On the other hand, the mats Ak, k >I 3 
are not good (see Fig. 2) and therefore cannot be used here. 
For n <~ 8, n =/: 5 our proof consists of showing that there do not exist as many 
as n pairwise disjoint good mats of order n. 
There are no good mats of order 3. 
There are only 2 good mats of order 4, D and D t. 
The good mats of order 6 are (EB)*, (EC)* and (EDE)*. Each of these mats 
contains at least one corner cell of the array, so at most 4 of them can be pairwise 
disjoint. 
The good mats of order 7 are (EBE)* and (ECE)*. Each of these mats 
contains two opposite corner cells of the array, so at most 2 of them can be 
pairwise disjoint. 
There are no good mats of  order 8. 
In the general case n >t 9 we use a different argument. Every cell of B*, C*, 
D* and E lies within a distance 3of a diagonal, so the same is true for any good 
mat. The cell (1, [½n] ), which is at a distance 4 or more from each diagonal of the 
array when n t> 9, is not contained in any good mat of order n. 
Finally, consider the case n = 5. The good mats of order 5 are B*, C* and 
(ED)*. Of these, only C* contains the central cell (3, 3), so one mat C* must be 
used. S'mce B intersects C* we must avoid B* and choose four mats of type 
(ED)*. Since (El)) t intersects (ED~, 0<~p ~<3, we must use all four mats 
(ED~, 0~<p ~3 (or all their transposes). Thus, to within transposition and 
permutations of the symbols, there is no other knight's move square without 
diagonal adjacencies apart from the one shown (on the fight) in Fig. 1. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 2 
To prove that there is no strict knight's move square of order n for n :/: 5 and 
n ~ 0 (mod 4), we show that however we choose mats so that certain cells near to 
the middles of the edges of the n x n array are included, two of the chosen mats 
intersect. All types of mats must be considered. 
By a symmetry class of cells we mean a specified cell together with the cells 
obtained from it when the array is transposed or rotated through one or more 
fight angles (or both). Small Greek letters will be used to denote symmetry 
classes and any cell of a class 0 will be called a O-cell. 
There are two general cases and a few corresponding special cases for small n. 
Case 1. n = 2r + 1, where r t> 5 
We consider five symmetry classes of cells, 3., /Z, fl, y and 6, defined by 
representative cells (1, r + 1), (1, r), (1, 2), (r + 1, r + 1) and (r, r + 1) respec- 
tively. Fig. 4 shows all the cells of the named classes in the case n = 9 (which we 
deal with later as Case l(a)).  In Table 1, the first column lists all the types of mat 
of order n which contain Z-cells or /z-cells. The symbol X stands for an 
unspecified submat, of appropriate order in each case, and asterisks have been 
omitted. The second column defines symbols for the numbers of mats, of the 
types listed, to be used in our attempt o construct a strict knight's move square. 
The second row shows the numbers of cells in the named classes. Entries in the 
body of the table show how many cells of each type are contained in each listed 
type of mat, except that, where there is an unspecified submat X, the numbers 
given are maximum in the case of Z-cells and/z-cells and minimum in other cases. 
(For instance, the value 2 given in the last row is attained only when X = A'~ 1, 
since Ar+l alone contains only one/z-cell.) By treating all the entries as extreme 
values we obtain the inequalities 
a+d~4,  b+c+~8 
P 
P 
z p 
P 
# 
# 
P 
P 
Fig. 4. 
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Table 1 
x~ #y6 
4 8 8 1 4 
A,, a 1 0 1 0 0 
FA,,_2 b 0 1 2 0 0 
XA,+ 3 c 0 1 0 0 1 
XA,+ 2 d 1 0 0 0 1 
XA,+ I e 0 2 0 1 0 
and 
a+2b<~8, e<~l, c+d<~4. 
By adding twice the second inequality to the first, we get 
a + 2b + 2c + d + 4e >I 20, 
while the other three inequalities can be combined to give 
a +2b +2c +2d +4e <~20. 
It follows by comparing the last two inequalities that d = 0 and that these 
inequalities, and hence also the five original inequalities, are actually equations. 
The unique solution of these equations is 
a=4,  b=2,  c=4,  d--- 0, e=l .  
Since a = 4, we must try to find four pairwise disjoint mats of type A*. Each 
such mat contains one comer cell of the array and, to within transposition, the 
one which contains (1, 1) is An. The mat A* which contains (1, n) cannot hen be 
A,~, since An and A~ both contain (n, r + 1), so it is A~. Similarly, the other two 
mats of type A* are A~n and A~. Hence the four mats of type A* form a cyclically 
symmetrical configuration and together contain one fl-cell from each comer of 
the array. Of course, these four mats may intersect and, in fact, do so for some 
values of n. 
Since b = 2, we must now try to find two mats of type (FAn-2)* disjoint from 
those of type A* already chosen. However, not even one can be found because 
the two fl-cells of FA,,_e lie in the same comer of the array. Thus there is no strict 
knight's move square in this case. 
Case l(a). n =9 
Weuse the same notation as-in Case t :and modify Table 1 as required. We 
nowhave r = 4, so n-- :2 = r q- 3 and XA,÷3 redaees to aVA,_2. Thus ~ must set 
c =b aad add :the entries in the t~vo:~g tows of ,the table.; (In 
particular, n0te that FA7 does-contain twolz-cells, namely (9, 6) and,(4,9).) We 
must add XC to the types of mat listed since -it c~ntaitis one/~-ceH.. Let f be the 
number of mats (XC)* used. Since XC contains one  fl-ceH and one  6-cell ,  we 
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now have the inequalities 
a+d>~4, 2b+2e+f>~8 
and 
a+2b+f<~8, e~<l, b+d+f<~4. 
By adding three times the second inequality to twice the first inequality we 
obtain 
2a +6b +2d +6e + 3f>~ 32, 
while the other three inequalities yield 
2a +6b + 2d + 6e + 4f<~ 30. 
Since the last two inequalities contradict each other, there is no strict knight's 
move square of order 9. 
Case l(b). n =7 
We again refer to Case 1 and modify the table. We have r = 3, so n - 2 = r + 2 
and we must set d = b. Moreover, there are no mats of the form XA6 so we must 
set c = 0. On the other hand we must add XD to the list of types of mat since it 
contains one ~t-cell. Let g be the number of mats (XD)* used. Since XD contains 
one 6-cell, we obtain the inequalities 
and 
b+2e+g~>8 
e<~l, b+g<~4 
by considering cells of the classes/~, y and 6 only. The last two inequalities yield 
b + 2e + g <~ 6 and this contradicts the first inequality. This completes the proof 
for n =7. 
Case 2: n = 2r, where r = 2s + 1 and s >I 4 
The proof is similar to that in Case 1. We consider seven symmetry classes of 
cells, ~, /z, v, t~, fl, y and 6, defined by representative c lls (1, r), (1, r -  1), 
(2, r), (1, 1), (1, 2), (r, r) and ( r -  1, r) respectively. Figure 5 (compare Fig. 4) 
shows all the cells of the named classes in the case n = 10 (which we deal with 
later as Case 2(b)). Table 2 is constructed in a similar way to Table 1. In general, 
X stands for any submat of the appropriate order, but in the last row X must not 
be 3, A , ,  otherwise some types of mat would be counted twice. (Note that 
A3,A, = (Aa,_lA,.+l) 2'.) Entries in the first three and last four columns of the body 
of the table are maximum and minimum numbers respectively. (Most of the 
entries are actually exact values.) 
C_onsider first the columns of Table 2 which .refer to ,Ceils of the classes ~, tr and 
y. They give uS the inequalities 
a+g+h>~8, a+c~4,  g+h+i~4.  
By eliminating  + h between the first and last of these inequalities we find that 
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a ~> 4 + i which, together with the second inequality, shows that c = i = 0 and 
a=4.  
Since a = 4, we must try to find four pairwise disjoint mats of type A*. Each 
such mat contains one a~-cell and (to within transposition) the one which contains 
(1, 1) is An itself. Since A2~ contains the cell (2s + 1, s + 1), which is also in An, 
the mat of type A* which contains (n, n) is A~, that is, A~n ~. By similar reasoning, 
the other two must be A~ and A~ (to within rotation of the union of the four mats 
A*). 
Even the four mats An, A~, A,~ and A~ ~ are not pairwise disjoint when 
n ,2  (mod 3). In fact, A~ ~ contains the cell (n + 1 -p ,  n + 2 -  2p) for 1 ~<p ~<r 
and A~ contains (2q, q) for 1 ~< q ~< r. These cells coincide if there exist integers p
and q such that n + 1 - p = 2q and n + 2 - 2p = q, with p and q not greater than 
r. Elimination ofp gives n = 3q, so A~ ~ and A,~ have the cell (sZn, lan) in common if 
n -0  (mod3). In this case A~ and An also intersect. Similarly, An contains 
(2q-  1, q) for 1 <~ q ~< r and this cell coincides with (n + 1 -p ,  n + 2 -  2p) for 
Table 2 
g ~ v a" /~ y 6 
8 8 8 4 8 4 8 
An a 1 0 1 1 1 0 
FAn-2 b 0 1 1 0 2 0 
EFAn_ 3 c 0 1 0 1 0 0 
A~*An_ 3 d 0 1 0 0 1 0 
XA,.+4 e 0 0 1 0 0 0 
XAr+3 f 0 1 1 0 0 0 
XAr+ 2 g 1 0 0 0 0 1 
XA,+ I h 1 1 0 0 0 1 
XA,  i 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
1 
0 
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suitable integers p and q if n ~- 1 (mod 3). In this case An intersects A~ ~ and A~ 
intersects A~. This completes our proof except for the subease n -:- 2 (rood 3). 
Now suppose that n - -2  (mod 3). Consider the columns of Table 2 not so far 
used. They relate to cells of the classes/z, v, fl and 6 and, after using the results 
c = i = 0, a = 4, they give us the inequalities 
b+d+f+h>~8, b+e+f>~4 
and 
2b +d~<4,  e+2f+h<~8. 
By adding the first two inequalities we obtain 
2b +d+e+2f  +h~12. 
The other two inequalities yield 
2b +d+e+2f  +h <~12. 
By comparing the last two inequalities we see that they, and therefore also the 
four preceding inequalities, are actually equations. Hence 2b + d = 4. 
We prove next that b =0,  by showing that every mat of type (FAn_z)* 
intersects An, A~, A~ or A~ ~. The union of these four mats is symmetrical bout a 
vertical axis, so it is sufficient o consider (FAn_2) t and (FAn_2) re. Now (FAn_e) t 
contains the cells (1, 2) and (2, 1) and therefore intersects A~ (which contains 
(1, 2)) and A~. Since n - 2 (mod 3) and n = 4s + 2, we may write s = 3t and 
n - 12t + 2. It is easy to verify that the cell (4t, 8t) belongs to both (FAn_e) 2 and 
A~. Similarly, (8t, 4 0 belongs to both (FAn-e) a and A~. Hence b = 0. 
Since b - 0 and 2b + d. = 4 we require that d = 4. We obtain a contradiction by 
showing that at most two mats of type (A~*An-3)* exist which are disjoint from 
each other and from An, A~, An ~ and A~ ~. In fact, A~t" contains (1, 2) so each of 
the four mats (A]tAn_3) t contains either (1, 2) or (2, 1) and intersects either A~ or 
A,~. Similarly, each of the mats (A~tAn_3) t3 intersects An or A~ ~. All four mats 
(A~tAn_3) tl contain the cell (n -3 ,  4), so only one of them can be used. 
Similarly, only one of the mats (A~tAn_3) t2 can be used. 
This completes our proof that there is no strict knight's move square of order. 
4s+2,  s>~4. 
Case 2(a). n = 14 
We consider this as a special case of Case 2. Since r = 7, we now have 
n - 3 = r + 4 and so we must set e = c + d in Table 2. However, the general proof 
remains valid. '
Case 2(b). n = 10 
This is another special case of Case 2. Since 10 ~ 2 (mod 3), only the first part 
of the proof is required and therefore only those types of mats which contain 
3.-cells need be considered. Since Z-cells are at a distance greater than 3 from the 
diagonals of the array, no extra types of mats have to be added to those listed in 
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Table 3 
Z octl 
8 48  
A6 a 1 1 1 
FA4 b 1 0 3 
EB c 1 1 1 
EC d 1 11  
Table 2. The only change in the proof is that i can be omitted from the inequality 
which relates to y-cells. 
Case 2(c). n = 6 
When n = 6 it is sufficient o consider cells of the classes )., tr and fl (defined as 
in Case 2). There are six types of mats of order 6 but two of them, (EDE)*  and 
(EFEF)* ,  do not contain any Z-cells. The other four types are listed (with 
asterisks omitted) in Table 3, which replaces Table 2. 
We obtain the equation 
a+b+c+d=8 
and two inequalities 
a+c+d<~4,  a+3b+c+d<~8.  
The equation and the first inequality imply that b I> 4 and this is incompatible 
with the second inequality. Hence there is no strict knight's move square of order 
6. 
This completes our proof that there is no strict knight's move square of order 
n, for all n except 5 and multiples of 4. 
For any positive integer s a strict knight's move square of order n = 4s may be 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
8 3 2 5 4 7 6 1  
2 1 4 3 6 5 8 7  
3 8 5 2 7 4 1 6  
7 4 1 6 3 8 5 2  
6 5 8 7 2 1 4 3  
4 7 6 1 8 3 2 5  
5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4  
Fig. 6. 
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constructed as follows. Fill row 1 with any n distinct symbols. Obtain row p from 
row p -  2, for 3 ~<p ~< n, as follows. If p -  0 or 3 (mod 4), interchange pairs of 
entries in columns 2q-1  and 2q, for l~<q~<2s. If p -1  or 2(mod4),  
interchange the first and last entries and pairs of entries in columns 2q and 
2q + 1, for 1 ~< q ~< 2s - 1. Use the second rule also to obtain the second row from 
the first. The resulting latin square is shown, for the case s = 2, in Fig. 6. 
To within permutations of the symbols and transposition, there are only two 
strict knight's move squares of order 5. They are both shown in Fig. 1. 
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